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Introduction & Catalog Info
Welcome to Vesta’s 2019 Drapery Hardware
Catalog. We’re excited to introduce some new
collections and product enhancements. We
continually work with our manufacturers to
find unique drapery hardware that’s innovative
and functional. Our staff is always here and
ready to assist with product
questions, estimating, ordering
and shipping. It’s been our
pleasure to collaborate with
the design community for the
last 30+ years. Vesta is proud
to be an American Society
of Interior Designers (ASID)
National Industry Partner and
supports the Society’s belief that
design impacts lives. We’re pleased to join
a community of designers, manufacturers,
educators, and students to promote the value
of interior design and interior designers, and
look forward to supporting the advancement
of the profession in the evolving global
marketplace.

Collections are typically shown in their entirety
on two contiguous pages so you won’t have to
flip through numerous pages to find compatible
items. If a collection is available in more than
one finish, then we try to place a photographic
sample of each available finish somewhere
on the pages associated with
that collection. All collections
are alphabetically distributed
throughout the catalog pages
for quick, easy reference. The
table of contents chart on the
right lists the page locations
for each collection, product
availability and whether tubing
or track diameter is over or under
one inch. Color-coded accents are also used in
the chart and on each page to visually identify
the primary materials featured in the collection
you’re viewing (aluminum, brass, resin and so
on). We thank you for your interest in Vesta’s
drapery hardware products and assistance is
just a phone call away.

■

CHART KEY

CONTACT INFO

■ Aluminum

Vesta Inc.
109 Welpine Ridge Road
Pendleton, SC 29670

■ Acrylic

■ Brass
■ Crystal
■ Resin

PHONE:

800.638.3782

FAX:

864.225.0228

■ Steel

EMAIL:

■ Wood

WEBSITE:

■ Wrought Iron

sales@ivesta.com
www.ivesta.com

– 1" diameter or under
+ over 1" diameter
-/+ under & over 1" diameter
● in-stock

Social Media

● special order (3-4 wks.)

Find us in some of your favorite online hangouts by doing a search for Vesta Drapery Hardware.

◗◗ partially stocked

HOURS
Eastern Standard Time
8:00am – 5:00pm
weekdays
Or leave a message after
hours and weekends.

™

facebook

pinterest

twitter

youtube

instagram
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APOLLO
C O L L E C T I O N

AB

BL

ORB

PC

SS

Vesta’s Apollo Collection features the bold strength
of steel construction and five captivating finishes.
Subtle elegance, various finial styles and an excellent
price point make this collection an appealing
solution for the discriminate designer.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ steel/metal alloy

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
* Not compatible with other 11/8" drapery hardware collections.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
BL = black
ORB = oil-rubbed bronze
PC = polished chrome
SS = stainless steel (effect)

inspiration
moodboard

™

11/8" diameter

bracket required every 5' - 7'
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APOLLO COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, BL, ORB, PC, SS (effect) | Material: steel/metal alloy
FINIALS

A. Harvest

IN - STOCK

#291501 - 23/8"W, 31/2"L

quick shipping

*shown in ORB

F
C

B. Tycho

#291601 - 21/8"W, 23/8"L
*shown in AB

B

C. Messier

E

#291551 - 13/4"W, 31/4"L
*shown in SS

D. Helios

#291531 - 13/8"W, 11/4"L

D

*shown in AB

E. Copernicus

A

#291581 - 21/4"W, 21/4"L
*shown in PC

F. Orpheus

#291638 - 23/8"W, 31/2"L
*shown in BL

BRACKETS

ACCESSORIES

Diana short

End Cap

*shown in SS

*shown in ORB

#292740 - 21/2"W, 3"P

#291500 - 13/8"W, 1/2"L

Diana medium

Flat Ring w/eye & insert

#292741 - 21/2"W, 4"P

#296261 - 15/8"ID, 2"OD

*shown in ORB

*shown in AB

Diana double

Steel Tubing

#292742 - 21/2"W, 3" & 61/8"P

#298002 - 11/8"D
4'/6'/8' (**10'/12') lengths

*shown in SS

Crescent

#292721 - 2"W, 43/8"- 81/4"P
*shown in BL

*shown in SS
**10 foot and 12 foot lengths sold in SS effect finish only
*sold as shown but will cut to your specified lengths at no charge.

Tube Connector

*stem can be cut to adjust the projection length, the range is shown in the dimensions above.

#299229 - 11/8"D

Orbit

* shown in SS
** adjusts 0˚ to 90˚

#292761 - 115/16"W, 33/8"P
*shown in BL

Tube Splice

Orbit long

#298181 - 11/8"D, 43/4"L

#292795 - 115/16"W, 103/4"P
*shown in AB

Orbit ceiling

#292760 - 115/16"W, 21/2"P
*shown in SS

Econo

#292791 - 11/2"H, 25/8"P
*shown in BL

Inside Mount

#292701 - 15/8"W, 3/4"L
*shown in SS

Holdback

#907751 - 61/2"L, 4"P
*shown in SS

Wand

#900010 - 39"L
#900025 - 49"L
#900050 - 59"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. • - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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BLACKSMITH

B

BL

NA

C O L L E C T I O N
Experience the raw beauty of hand-forged iron hardware.
Vesta discovered a talented local artisan skilled in the
Old World art of blacksmithing. Each piece is meticulously
hand-forged and tempered by fire in three rustic
finishes. Unique to this collection is a solid
1" diameter hammered rod.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ wrought iron

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
1"D: bracket required every 6-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Due to the nature of hand-forging slight variances in dimensional
characteristics is to be expected. The solid hammered rod is heavy.
Brackets MUST BE stud mounted. Improper installation may cause
injury. The curtain rings in this collection are not hand-forged.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL = black
B = bronze
NA = natural (iron)

inspiration
moodboard

™

1" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 7'
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BLACKSMITH COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BL, B, NA | Materials: wrought iron
FINIALS

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

Bienne wall bracket (short)
#252503 - 3"W, 43/8"H, 31/2"P

*shown in B

Bienne wall bracket (long)
#252506 - 3"W, 43/8"H, 6"P

*shown in BL

B
Lugano wall bracket (short)
#252403 - 11/2"W, 4"H, 31/2"P

*shown in BL

Lugano wall bracket (long)
#252406 - 11/2"W, 4"H, 6"P

E

*shown in B

A

Scroll wall bracket
#252603 - 3"W, 43/8"H, 31/2"P

C

*shown in NA

D

Inside Mount

#255000 - 27/8"W, 13/8"L
*shown in NA

SPECIAL ORDER
3-4 weeks, no returns

G

Smooth Ring w/eye

Twisted Ring w/eye

*shown in BL

*shown in NA

#256000
11/2"ID, 115/16"OD

H

#256010
11/2"ID, 115/16"OD

Hammered holdback

#907510 - 3"W, 3"D, 21/2"P
*shown in NA

F

Spiral holdback
#907520 - 3"W, 3"D, 21/2"P
*shown in NA

Hammered Rod (solid)
#259000 - 1"D

*max length 10 feet
BL

A. Zug

#251070
2"W, 25/8"L
*shown in NA

B. Pergola

#251010
61/2"W, 7"L
*shown in B

C. Sundern

#251080
31/4"W, 4"L
*shown in B

D. Constance
#251060
15/8"W, 6"L

*shown in NA

E. Ticino

#251040
3"W, 7"L
*shown in BL

F. Valais

#251020
4"W
*shown in NA

B

NA

G. Geneva

Iron Tubing

#251050
3"W, 7"L

#258000 - 1"D
*max length 10 feet

*shown in NA

H. Tuscany

#251030
51/2"W, 7"L
*shown in B

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the rod size it’s compatible with.

BL

B

NA

Tube Splice
#258090
1"D, 6"L

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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BRISE BISE

AB

PB

PN

C O L L E C T I O N
Taken from the French meaning “a light breeze”, Vesta’s
Brise Bise Collection features solid brass hardware
designed for café style, light-weight treatments.
All items are in-stock for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
5/8"D: bracket required every 4-5 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
PB = polished brass
PN = polished nickel

inspiration
moodboard

™

5/8" diameter

bracket required every 4' - 5'
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BRISE BISE COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finish: AB, PB, PN | Material: brass
FINIALS
IN - STOCK
quick shipping

AB

PB

PN

Regency

AB

PB

AB

Louis XV

#161020 - 11/4"W, 1"L

PB

PN

End Cap

#161090 - 7/8"W, 15/8"L

#161001 - 3/4"W, 1/2"L

*available in AB & PB only

AB

PB

PN

Barock

#161030 - 11/8"W, 13/4"L

AB

PB

Louis XVI

#161100 - 7/8"W, 11/2"L

AB

PB

PN

Ball

#161070 - 11/8"W, 11/2"L

*available in AB & PB only

BRACKETS

Wall Bracket
#162060
11/4"W, 21/4"P

Inside Mount
#162001
7/8"W, 3/8"L

Sash Bracket
#162070
5/8"W, 3/4"P
RINGS

Ring w/eye

#166031
15/16"ID, 13/16"OD

Ring hollow w/clip
#166030
1"ID, 13/8"OD
TUBING

*will cut to your specifications

Brass Tubing

#168000 - 5/8"D

Reeded Tubing
#168020 - 5/8"D
*PB only

Tube Splice

#168090V - 5/8"W, 43/4"L
Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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CASTILIAN
C O L L E C T I O N

PB

Vesta’s Castilian Collection features solid brass
hardware designed to complement any traditional
design setting. Experience the look and feel
of solid brass décor. All items are in-stock
for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
13/8"D: bracket required every 6-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
PB = polished brass
BL = (ornate brass accentuated)

inspiration
moodboard

™

13/8" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 7'
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CASTILIAN COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finish: PB (ornate brass accentuated) | Material: brass
FINIALS

ROSETTE & TIEBACK ITEMS

IN - STOCK

rosettes work with
Biarritz, Gibraltar & Leon

quick shipping

A

E

F

B

Valencia

#903095 - 21/4"W

C

G
Sevilla

#903025 - 21/4"W

D

A. Madrid

C. Granada

E. Sevilla

G. Cordoba

B. Lisbon

D. Barcelona

F. Malaga

H. Valencia

#351110
25/8"W, 25/8"L

Malaga

#903056 - 21/4"W

H

Lisbon

#351060
21/2"W, 31/2"L

Cordoba

#903105 - 21/4"W

#351080
23/4"W, 41/2"L

#351020
21/4"W, 2"L

#351070
21/2"W, 33/4"L

BRACKETS

#903115 - 2"W

#351100
21/2"W, 4"L

#351050
21/4"W, 3"L

#351090
21/4"W, 41/2"L

Tieback Stem

#903012 - 43/4"P

ACCESSORIES

Madrid wall bracket

LOOPS

#352062 - 23/8"W, 23/8"P
#352064 - 23/8"W, 4"P
#352066 - 23/8"W, 6"P

Barcelona double wall bracket
#352070 - 2"W, 31/4" & 61/8"P

Granada

#903085 - 2"W, 25/8"L

Hollow Ring
w/clip
#356030
2"ID, 23/4"OD

Solid Ring

Cuffed Ring

w/eye
w/clip
#356012
#356020
13/4"ID, 21/4"OD 21/4"ID, 23/4"OD

Inside Mount

#352221 - 29/16"W, 1"L

Leon

Plain Bracket
#352160 - 21/4"W, 8"P
For Rosettes (not incl.)
#352161 - 21/4"W, 8"P
*stem may be cut

Brass Clip
#909110

#907620
131/2"L, 6"P

Tube Splice
#358090
13/8"D, 6"L

Brass Tubing plain
#358000 - 13/8"D

*sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 10' / 12' lengths

#907610
131/2"L, 6"P

Brass Tubing reeded
Gibraltar wall bracket

#352026 - 6"H, 23/8"P

Biarritz wall bracket

#352010 - 4"H, 4"P

#358020 - 13/8"D

*sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 10' / 12' lengths

Wand

#910100 - 39"L
#910125 - 49"L
Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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CITY
SCAPES
C O L L E C T I O N

BN

PC

SA

Vesta’s City Scapes Collection features precision extruded
aluminum rails each with a distinctively contemporary
fascia. A meticulously extruded picture-rail hanging
system completes this unique hardware offering.
These magnificent rails embody upscale
metropolitan design and living.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
8.3 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 13/16"H: bracket required every 4-5 feet
▼ 2 3/4"H: bracket required every 5-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed
decision when it’s time to ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome
SA = satin aluminum

inspiration
moodboard

™

▲ 13/16" height
bracket required every 4' - 5' (picture rail)

11

▼ 23/4" height
bracket required every 5' - 7' (drapery track)

CITY SCAPES COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BN, PC, SA | Material: aluminum
DRAPERY HARDWARE
Chicago Items

San Francisco Items

Vancouver Items

SPECIAL ORDER

SPECIAL ORDER

SPECIAL ORDER

3-4 weeks, no returns

3-4 weeks, no returns

3-4 weeks, no returns

■ Chicago Rail

■ San Francisco Rail

■ Vancouver Rail

Chicago End Cap

San Francisco End Cap

Vancouver End Cap

21/4"W, 23/4"H

13/8"W, 23/4"H

Metro bracket (short)

Metro bracket (short)

17/8"W, 111/16"P

17/8"W, 111/16"P

Metro bracket (long)

Metro bracket (long)

17/8"W, 31/8"P

17/8"W, 31/8"P

City click bracket

City click bracket

11/2"W, 31/8"P

11/2"W, 31/8"P

Aluminum Track
▼ #708720 - 13/8"W, 23/4"H

Aluminum Track
▼ #708710 - 21/4"W, 23/4"H

▼ #701015

Aluminum Track
▼ #708730 - 15/8"W, 23/4"H

▼ #701025
15/8"W, 23/4"H

▼ #701020

▼ #902873

Vancouver bracket (short)

▼ #702772

▼ #902873

▼ #702873

2"W, 111/16"P

Vancouver bracket (long)

▼ #702773

▼ #702873

▼ #702888

2"W, 31/8"P

City click bracket

▼ #702888

▼ #702888

11/2"W, 31/8"P

COMPONENTS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL ABOVE TRACKS

Ceiling Flush Mount
▼ #902594 - 3/4"W, 2"L

Roller Glide large
▼ #906520 - 3/4"P

Roller Glide small

▼ #906525 - 1/2"P

Track Stop
▼ #908992

Track Connector
▼ #908993

Underlap Carrier [L]

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier
▼ #906706
▼ #906708
▼ #906710
▼ #906712

Swivel Glide

▼ #906575 - 1/2"P

▼ #909905 - with snap
▼ #909903 - without snap

- 60% fullness
- 80% fullness
- 100% fullness
- 120% fullness

Overlap Carrier [R]

*available in black, brown or white

▼ #909904 - with snap
▼ #909902 - without snap

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Wheeled Butt Master

▼ #909906 - w/snap [L]
▼ #909907 - w/snap [R]
*available in black, brown or white

PICTURE RAIL HARDWARE

Savannah picture rail

▲ #308018 - 11/16"W, 13/16"H
*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

Savannah end cap

▲ #301015 - 11/16"W, 13/16"H

Vail picture rail

▲ #308020 - 3/4"W, 13/16"H
*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

Vail end cap

▲ #301020 - 3/4"W, 13/16"H

Mounting Clip f/picture rail
▲ #302006 (flush mount)

Picture Cable w/hook
▲ #304406 - 59"L

Wall Bracket f/picture rail
▲ #302007 - 3/4"H, 13/8"P

*maximum load 8 lbs.

Ceiling Mount f/picture rail
▲ #302596 - 13/16"H , 3/4"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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CRYSTAL
MAGIC
C O L L E C T I O N

AB

BB

BN

OB

PB

PC

Vesta’s Crystal Magic Collection exudes the kind of high
elegance that inspires awe. These finials represent the opulent
eye-catching sparkle of high-leaded French crystal. All finials
are precision hand-cut and available in a variety of rich colors
and six base finishes. Designed as newel post toppers, they
may also be used as drapery finials for 21/4" diameter
poles (Highland Timber Collection, pg. 32-35 &
Hunley Collection, pg. 36-39)
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ crystal, brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
21/4"D: Highland Timber (pg. 32-35) & Hunley (pg. 36-39)
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Extra care must be taken when using as drapery finials due to the weight
of the finials. Please be certain that the finials are firmly affixed to the rod
you select in order to avoid personal injury and to protect your investment
AVAILABLE BASE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
BB = brushed brass
BN = brushed nickel
OB = old black
PB = polished brass
PC = polished chrome

inspiration
moodboard

™

21/4" diameter

(Highland Timber, pg. 32-35 or Hunley, pg. 36-39)
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CRYSTAL MAGIC COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Base Finishes: AB, BB, BN, OB, PB, PC | Materials: crystal, brass
BLOWN CRYSTAL FINIALS

SPECIAL ORDER

A - Amber, B - Blue, G - Green, R - Red, Y - Yellow

3-4 weeks, no returns

Use this color key to specify crystal color other than clear (for blown finials) when you place
your order. Finial bases are standard in polished brass but you may specify antique brass,
brushed brass, brushed nickel, old black or polished chrome for an additional charge.

A

#581247

#581251

blown lead crystal
4"W, 61/8"L

blown lead crystal
4"W, 61/8"L

*carved

*painted

#581268 (R,G,B)
blown lead crystal
(2-colored)
4"W, 61/8"L

#581226

B

#581242

blown lead crystal
4"W, 61/8"L

C

D

E

F

G

H

#581224

blown lead crystal
4"W, 51/2"L

blown lead crystal
4"W, 51/2"L

*low base

*low base

A. #581228

D. #581244

B. #581243

E. #581240

blown lead crystal
4"W, 51/2"L
blown lead crystal
4"W, 61/8"L

C. #581249

blown lead crystal
4"W, 61/8"L

blown lead crystal
4"W, 61/8"L
blown lead crystal
4"W, 61/8"L

F. #581222

blown lead crystal
4"W, 51/2"L

G. #581269 (R,G,B)
blown lead crystal
(2-colored)
4"W, 61/8"L

H. #581266 (R,G,B)
blown lead crystal
(2-colored)
4"W, 61/8"L

SOLID CRYSTAL FINIALS
available only in clear

I. #581230
4"W, 51/2"L

J. #581235
#581245

(faceted)
4"W, 51/2"L

I

J

blown lead crystal - 4"W, 61/8"L
Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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CRYSTALENE
C O L L E C T I O N

PC

SN

Vesta’s Crystalene Collection features clean acrylic
rods in 11/8" and 13/8" diameters accentuated with two
classic finial designs and a traditional end cap. Finial
bases, brackets and rings are offered in satin
nickel and polished chrome and in-stock
for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ acrylic

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 11/8"D: bracket required every 3-4 feet
▼ 13/8"D: bracket required every 5-6 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Standard rod lengths (71" & 94") are within normal ground shipping rates.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
PC = polished chrome
SN = satin nickel

inspiration
moodboard

™

▲ 11/8" diameter
bracket required every 3' - 4'
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▼ 13/8" diameter
bracket required every 5' - 6'

CRYSTALENE COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: PC, SN | Material: acrylic
SAMPLE SETS

FINIALS
IN - STOCK
quick shipping

SN

PC

End Cap

▲ #281028 - 11/4"W, 1"P
▼ #351035 - 15/8"W, 11/8"P

SN

PC

Acrylic Ball

▲ #281828 - 25/8"W, 4"P
▼ #351835 - 27/8"W, 41/4"P

SN

PC

Acrylic Knob

▲ #281928 - 27/8"W, 31/8"P
▼ #351935 - 31/2"W, 31/4"P

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

Wall Bracket

▲ #282810 - 2"W, 33/4"P
*shown in PC

Wall Bracket

▼ #353510 - 29/16"W, 45/8"P
*shown in PC

Acrylic Pole

▲ #281800 - 11/8"D, 71"L
▲ #282400 - 11/8"D, 94"L
▼ #351800 - 13/8"D, 71"L
▼ #352400 - 13/8"D, 94"L

Ring w/insert & clip

▲ #286028 - 13/8"ID, 15/8"OD
▼ #356035 - 113/16"ID, 2"OD
*shown in SN

Acrylic Wand

#968100 - 39"L
Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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DECO
[R]
C O L L E C T I O N

BL

BN

PC

PL

SA

Vesta’s popular Deco [R] Collection features precision extruded
rectangular aluminum tracks perfect for modern spaces. A muchanticipated cord traverse option is now available in most finishes.
Five contemporary finishes are available and most items
are in-stock for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
most items in-stock, typically ship within 24-48 hours.
(special order items take 3 - 4 weeks, no returns)
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
19/16"H: bracket required every 6-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed
decision when it’s time to ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL = black
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome
PL = palladium
SA = satin aluminum

inspiration
moodboard

™

19/16" height

bracket required every 6' - 7'
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DECO [R] COLLECTION
Availability: most items in-stock; other items special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC, PL, SA | Material: aluminum
FINIALS

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

IN - STOCK
on most items

Faedra finial
#421081
19/16"H, 27/8"L

*shown in PC

* not available in BL or PL

Deco[R]

Fedora finial

Deco[R]

Aluminum Track
#428015 - 9/16"W, 19/16"H

End Cap
#421015 - 9/16"W, 3/16"L

#421054
19/16"H, 23/8"L

*shown in BN

MADE WITH CRYSTALLIZED™ - Swarovski Elements

* not available in BL or PL

Deco[R] single bracket
#422750 - 19/16"W, 23/8"H, 31/8"P

Bracket Extension

#422540 (short) - 19/16"L
#422580 (long) - 31/8"L
*for bracket #422750

Fiona finial

#421080
19/16"H, 19/16"L
*shown in PL

Deco[R] double bracket

Multi Bracket

Deco[R] ceiling/wall bracket

Ceiling Bracket short

#422752
19/16"W, 23/8"H, 31/8" & 51/2"P

#422855
2"W, 51/2"P

Fiora finial

#421056
19/16"H, 27/8"L

*shown in SA

MADE WITH CRYSTALLIZED™ - Swarovski Elements

* not available in BL or PL

#422753 - 2"W, 111/16"P
#422755 - 2"W, 31/8"P

#902474 - 5/8"W, 5/8"P

TRAVERSE ITEMS

Ceiling Flush Mount[R]

*not available in PL finish

#902592 - 3/4"W, 3/4"P

Flex Connector[R]

#429705 - 19/16"H, 15/16"L
*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚
**not available in PL finish

Track Connector
#908993

Aluminum Track
#428715 - 9/16"W, 19/16"H

Pulley Housing 1-way draw
#421153 - 19/16"H, 19/16"L
Glider

(white, grey, black)
#912493 - 3/4"L

#908994

Underlap Carrier [L]
(white, grey, black)
#918808 - with snap

Traverse Track with cord

Pulley Housing 2-way draw
#421152 - 19/16"H, 19/16"L

Swivel Track Connector

Overlap Carrier [R]
(white, grey, black)
#918809 - with snap

!

Roller Glide large
#906520 - white
#906521 - black

Roller Glide small
#906575 - white

WARNING

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier

#906706 - 60% fullness
#906708 - 80% fullness
#906710 - 100% fullness
#906712 - 120% fullness

ANSI/WCMA A100.1-2018 5.2.2

Cord Tension Device
#997000 - 3"L

*if your window treatment
includes a cord that creates
a loop, you are required by law
to install a tensioning device.

Track Stop

#908992 - white
#908992B - black

*available in black, brown or white

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Acrylic Wand

#968100 - 39"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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DECOTRAX
C O L L E C T I O N

BL

BN

PC

SA

Vesta’s Decotrax Collection features precision extruded aluminum
oval tracks designed for long spans in contemporary settings.
The bracket mounting points will not interfere with the movement
of the gliders in any direction. Available in four contemporary
finishes with most items available for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
most items in-stock, typically ship within 24-48 hours.
(special order items take 3 - 4 weeks, no returns)
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 19/16"H: bracket required every 6-7 feet
▼ 23/4"H: bracket required every 6-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed
decision when it’s time to ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL = black
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome
SA = satin aluminum

inspiration
moodboard

™

▲ 19/16" height
bracket required every 6' - 7'
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▼ 23/4" height
bracket required every 6' - 7'

DECOTRAX COLLECTION
Availability: most items in-stock; other items special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC, SA | Material: aluminum
DECO (V)

IN - STOCK

TRACKS & BRACKETS

GLIDERS & ACCESSORIES

on most items

Deco (V)

A

Aluminum Track
▲#438020 - 3/4"W, 19/16"H

Deco(V) single bracket

*shown in BN

▲#432730

Roller Glide large
#906520 - white
#906521 - black

Roller Glide small
#906575 - white

17/8"W, 31/8"P

B

Swivel Glide
Deco(V) double bracket

#906525 - grey

▲#432732

17/8"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P
*shown in BL/PC

Ceiling Bracket short

▲#902473
9/16"W, 5/8"P

C

Track Stop

#908992 - white
#908992B - black

Butt Master Carrier [L]

#909909 - w/snap

Deco(V) ceiling/wall bracket

*shown in PC

A. End Cap(V)
▲#431022

3/4"W, 3/16"L

B. Solara(V)
▲#431080

19/16"W, 19/16"L

C. Salina(V)
▲#431081

19/16"W, 27/8"L

Butt Master Carrier [R]

▲#902873
17/8"W, 111/16"P

#909910 - w/snap

Ceiling Flush Mount(V)

Underlap Carrier [L]
#909903 - w/o snap
#909905 - with snap

▲#902592

3/4"W, 3/4"P

Overlap Carrier [R]
#909902 - w/o snap
#909904 - with snap

Deco(SV)

Wheeled Butt Master

DECO (SV)
*shown in BN

Aluminum Track
▼#478020 - 7/8"W, 23/4"H

#909906 - w/snap [L]

Wheeled Butt Master
#909907 - w/snap [R]

End Cap(SV)
▼#471015

Deco(SV) single bracket
▼#432730

*available in black, brown or white

17/8"W, 31/8"P

7/8"W, 3/16"L

Deco(SV) double bracket

▼# 432732
17/8"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier
Ceiling Bracket short

▼#902473
9/16"W, 5/8"P

#906706 - 60% fullness
#906708 - 80% fullness
#906710 - 100% fullness
#906712 - 120% fullness
available in black, brown or white

Deco(SV) ceiling/wall bracket

▼#902873
17/8"W, 111/16"P

Ceiling Flush Mount(SV)
▼#902594

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Track Connector
#908993

Swivel Track Connector
#908994

3/4"W, 3/4"P

Acrylic Wand #968100 - 39"L
Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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ECO-DECO
C O L L E C T I O N

BBL

BRA

BRB

BRG

BRN

WH

Vesta’s Eco-Deco Collection is another exclusive Vesta offering
featuring a simple extruded track available in five brushed
finishes and powder coated white. A simple approach
for small and large projects with an emphasis on rich
finishes and a great price point.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
8.3 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
3/4"W: bracket required every 3-4 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed
decision when it’s time to ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BBL = brushed black (anodized)
BRA = brushed aluminum (anodized)
BRB = brushed bronze (anodized)
BRG = brushed gold (anodized)
BRN = brushed nickel (anodized)
WH = white (powder coated)

inspiration
moodboard

™

3/4" square

bracket required every 3' - 4'
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ECO-DECO COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: BBL, BRA, BRB, BRG, BRN, WH | Material: aluminum
SAMPLE SETS

IN - STOCK

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

quick shipping

Ceiling Mount

Ceiling Click Bracket

Wall Bracket short

Wall Bracket medium

#191616 - 9/16"W, 11/2"L

#191629 - 9/16"W, 11/2"L

Brushed Black (BBL)

#191630 - 5/8"W, 11/8"P

Brushed Aluminum (BRA)

Track

#195185 - 3/4"W
Brushed Bronze (BRB)

#191660 - 5/8"W, 2"P

Rail Connector

#198993 - 1"W, 11/2"L

*shown in BBL

End Cap
#191916
3/4" x 3/4"

*shown in BBL

Roller Glide large
Brushed Gold (BRG)

#906520 - white
#906521 - black

Brushed Nickel (BRN)

#906525 - grey

Swivel Glide

Roller Glide

small
#906575 - 1/2"P

Track Stop

#908992 - white - 3/8"P
#908992B - black - 3/8"P

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier

White (WH)

#906706 - 60% fullness
#906708 - 80% fullness
#906710 - 100% fullness
#906712 - 120% fullness
available in black, brown or white
*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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EUROPEAN
ELEGANCE
C O L L E C T I O N

ABM

BB

BN

PB

PC

Vesta’s European Elegance Collection features an ensemble of
meticulously crafted accessories perfect for any contemporary
or traditional setting. This decorative compilation is available in
several popular finishes and now incorporates numerous items
MADE WITH CRYSTALLIZED™ - Swarovski Elements.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ brass, Crystallized™ Swarovski Elements
DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 3/4"D: bracket required every 4-5 feet
▼ 11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
ABM = antique brass matte
BB = brushed brass
BN = brushed nickel
PB = polished brass
PC = polished chrome

inspiration
moodboard

™

▲ 3/4" diameter
bracket required every 4' - 5'
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▼ 11/8" diameter
bracket required every 5' - 7'

EUROPEAN ELEGANCE COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: ABM, BB, BN, PB, PC | Material: brass
FINIALS

SPECIAL ORDER

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

3-4 weeks, no returns

*shown in PC

A. Contempo wall bracket

A

▲ #202950 - 17/8"W, 43/4"P
▼ #282950 - 23/8"W, 57/8"P

B. bracket extension

C

Capriccio finial

▲ #209952 - 23/8"L
▼ #289952 - 23/8"L

B

▼#281600 - 2"W, 33/4"L

C. angle brace support

▼ #289950 - 8"L, 65/8"P

*shown in PB

*may be used as a ceiling bracket unless stem has been cut to create a custom projection

Romeo finial

▼#281660- 23/8"W, 4"L

*shown in BB

▲ #202408 - 11/4"W, 31/8"P
▼ #282408 - 21/8"W, 31/8"P

E. bracket extension

F

Vesuvio finial

▼#281650 - 23/8"W, 4"L

D. Moderno wall bracket

D

▲ #209402 - 19/16"L
▼ #289402 - 19/16"L
▼ #289404 - 31/8"L

E

F. angle brace support

▼ #289850 - 8"L, 67/8"P

*shown in BN

Chalice finial

▼#281610 - 21/2"W, 3"L

Contempo

*shown in BN

Messina finial (flush)

▲#201447 - 13/8"W, 23/4"L

*shown in PC

Moderno

Romeo

double wall bracket
▲ #202952
17/8"W, 43/4" & 75/8"P
▼ #282952
23/8"W, 57/8" & 85/8"P

double wall bracket
▼ #282428
21/8"W, 31/8" & 61/4"P

wall bracket
▼ #282730
21/8"W, 31/8""P

Theo elbow bracket

Incurve elbow bracket

Incurve elbow bracket

Roller finial

▼#281680 - 13/4"W, 23/8"L

*shown in ABM

Como finial

▲#201436 - 11/2"W, 27/8"L

*shown in ABM

w/return eyelet
▼ #289590 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P
*specify left, right or both

w/return eyelets
▲ #209080 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P
▼ #289080 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P

w/return eyelets

▲ #209120 - 17/8"W, 43/4"P
▼ #289120 - 17/8"W, 43/4"P

Arcadia finial

▲ #201362 - 2"W, 3"L
▼ #281362 - 23/8"W, 35/8"L

Classico inside mount

▲ #202220 - 1"W, 7/8"L
▼ #282220 - 11/4"W, 11/16"L

Tube Connector

▲ #209229 - 3/4"D
▼ #289229 - 11/8"D

End Cap

▲ #201240 - 7/8"W, 1/2"L
▼ #281240 - 11/4"W, 3/4"L

*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚
*shown in PC

Iglesia finial

▲ #201359 - 2"W, 21/8"L

Ring w/clip

*shown in PC

Tyrol finial

Ring w/eye & insert

Flat Ring w/eye & insert

▲ #206125 - 11/8"ID, 13/8"OD ▲ #206127 - 11/8"ID, 13/8"OD ▲ #205930 - 1"ID, 13/8"OD
▼ #286125 - 13/8"ID, 13/4"OD ▼ #286127 - 11/2"ID, 2"OD
▼ #285930 - 11/2"ID, 17/8"OD

▲ #201416 - 1"W, 33/8"L
▼ #281316 - 11/4"W, 33/8"L
MADE WITH CRYSTALLIZED™ - Swarovski Elements

Tube Splice

Brass Tubing

*shown in BB

Kitzbühel finial

▲ #201412 - 1"W, 33/8"L
▼ #281312 - 11/4"W, 33/8"L
MADE WITH CRYSTALLIZED™ - Swarovski Elements
*shown in PC

*sold by the foot but may be cut to
specified lengths, no charge

Rosette Kit
MADE WITH CRYSTALLIZED™
Swarovski Elements

#979562 - 19/16"W, 31/8"P

WANDS

Wattens finial

▲ #201389 - 2"W, 3"L
▼ #281389 - 23/8"W, 31/2"L
MADE WITH CRYSTALLIZED™ - Swarovski Elements

▲ #208090 - 3/4"D, 43/4"L
▼ #288090 - 11/8"D, 6"L

▲ #208000 - 3/4"D
▼ #288000 - 11/8"D

Wand

#912100 - 39"L

Acrylic Wand

#968100 - 39"L

#912125 - 49"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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AN

GAUDI

AB

AN

C O L L E C T I O N
Vesta’s Gaudi Collection skillfully unites steel
and wrought iron to form unique drapery hardware
interpretations. Elegantly bold and eye-catching
finial designs help facilitate the transition
between traditional and modern window
treatment styles.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ wrought iron, steel

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Due to changes in the shipping industry, rods at 96" are billed at the 90lb.
ground rate. The collection’s rod splice can be used to achieve longer spans.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
AN = antique nickel

inspiration
moodboard

™

11/8" diameter

bracket required every 5' - 7'
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GAUDI COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, AN | Materials: wrought iron, steel
FINIALS

IN - STOCK
quick shipping

A

E

A. Guell

#281140 - 3"W, 4"L
*shown in AN

B. Battlo

#281110 - 21/8"W, 21/2"L
*shown in AN

B

F

C. Bellesguard

#281120 - 3"W, 31/2"L
*shown in AN

D. End Cap

#281100 - 13/8"W, 31/2"L
*shown in AN

E. Mila
C

#281150 - 3"W, 31/2"L

G

*shown in AB

F. Mirales

#281160 - 13/8"W, 27/8"L
*shown in AB

G. Calvet

#281130 - 23/4"W, 33/4"L

D

*shown in AB

H

H. Vicens

#281170 - 2"W, 5"L
*shown in AB

BRACKETS

ACCESSORIES
antique brass

Americana wall bracket
#282113 - 5"H, 3"P

antique nickel

Steel Tubing

#288004 - 11/8"D, 4'L
#288006 - 11/8"D, 6'L
#288008 - 11/8"D, 8'L

*shown in AB

Tube Splice
#288090
11/8"D, 6"L

Americana double wall bracket

AB

Ring w/insert & clip

#282126 - 6"H, 23/4" & 51/2"P

#286030
13/8"ID, 21/8"OD

*shown in AB

Brass Clip

#909111 - black

Tangiers wall bracket (medium)

#282311 - 2"W, 41/4"P

*shown in AN, stem may be cut

Tangiers wall bracket (long)
#282318 - 2"W, 7"P
*shown in AB, stem may be cut

AN

Napoles Tieback

Palma Tieback

#903170 - 31/2"W, 4"P

#903200 - 4"W, 41/2"P

*shown in AB

*shown in AB

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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GEOLUX

B

BL

G

S

SS

C O L L E C T I O N
Vesta’s GeoLux Collection features precisely machined,
beautiful components from stainless steel and aluminum
in popular finishes to provide a modern touch of elegance.
A variety of bracket designs are available, creating
a unique look and mounting flexibility.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum, stainless steel
DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 3/4"D: bracket required every 3-5 feet
▼ 11/8"D: bracket required every 4-6 feet

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order. Aluminum components in B, G, S and BL are suitable for
outdoor use with the purchase of the Outdoor Mounting Plate (#904001).
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
B = bronze
G = gold
S = silver
BL = black
SS = stainless steel

inspiration
moodboard

™

▲ 3/4" diameter
bracket required every 3' - 5'
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GEOLUX COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: B, G, S, BL, SS | Materials: aluminum, stainless steel
FINIALS

SPECIAL ORDER

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

3-4 weeks, no returns

End Cap

▲ #201300 - 7/8"W, 5/8"L

Lux wall bracket (short)

for tubing

for track

▲ #202406 - 17/8"W, 29/16"P

*shown in stainless steel (SS)

*includes screw cover

for tubing

Lux wall bracket (medium)

for track

▲ #202412 - 17/8"W, 43/4"P
*includes screw cover

Cylinder notched

▲ #201312 - 15/16"W, 33/8"L
*shown in stainless steel (SS)

for tubing

Lux wall bracket (long)

for track

▲ #202413 - 17/8"W, 6"P
*includes screw cover

for tubing

Lux double wall bracket

Frustrum notched

for track

▲ #202512 - 17/8"W, 29/16" & 43/4"P

▲ #201315 - 13/8"W, 31/8"L

*includes screw cover

*shown in black (BL)

Geo wall bracket (short)

▲ #202410 - 17/8"W, 4"P

Geo wall bracket (long)

▲ #202415 - 17/8"W, 6"P

Cylinder flush

▲ #201316 - 3/4"W, 13/16"L
*shown in bronze (B)

Outdoor Mounting Plate

▲ #904001

*with screws suitable for outdoor use

Inside Mount

Cylinder

▲ #202007 - 1"W, 7/8"L

▲ #201320 - 13/8"W, 23/4"L
*shown in stainless steel (SS)

bronze
(B)

gold
(G)

silver
(S)

black
(BL)

Aluminum Tubing
Sphere

▲ #208060 - 3/4"D

▲ #201321 - 19/16"W, 21/2"L
*shown in silver (S)

*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

Stainless Steel Tubing
▲ #218110 - 3/4"D

Frustrum flush

▲ #201331 - 11/8"W, 13/8"L
*shown in gold (G)

*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

Tube Splice

▲ #208090 - 3/4"D, 43/4"L

Rail/Tube Connector
▲ #209705 - 3/4"D

Acute flush

▲ #201333 - 3/4"W, 2"L
*shown in silver (S)

*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

Flat Ring w/clip

▲ #206257
11/8"ID, 11/4"OD

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com

▼ 11/8" diameter
bracket required every 4' - 6'
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GEOLUX COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: B, G, S, BL, SS | Materials: aluminum, stainless steel
FINIALS

SPECIAL ORDER

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

3-4 weeks, no returns

End Cap

▼ #281300 - 11/4"W, 3/4"L
*shown in stainless steel (SS)

for tubing

Lux wall bracket (short)

for track

▼ #282406 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P
*includes screw cover
for tubing

Sphere notched

Lux wall bracket (medium)

▼ #281321 - 17/8"W, 3"L

for track

▼ #282440 - 17/8"W, 51/2"P

*shown in silver (S)

*includes screw cover
for tubing

Lux double wall bracket

for track

▼ #282512 - 17/8"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P
*includes screw cover

Frustrum notched

▼ #281323 - 19/16"W, 41/4"L

Geo wall bracket (short)

*shown in black (BL)

▼ #282410 - 17/8"W, 5"P

Geo wall bracket (long)

▼ #282415 - 17/8"W, 8"P

Cylinder flush

▼ #281331 - 11/8"W, 15/8"L

Outdoor Mounting Plate

*shown in stainless steel (SS)

▼ #904001

*with screws suitable for outdoor use

Inside Mount

Keg flush

▼ #282007 - 11/4"W, 11/16"L

▼ #281332 - 11/4"W, 23/4"L
*shown in gold (G)

bronze
(B)

gold
(G)

silver
(S)

black
(BL)

Aluminum Tubing
▼ #288060 - 11/8"D

Frustrum flush

▼ #281333 - 11/2"W, 17/8"L
*shown in bronze (B)

*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

Stainless Steel Tubing
▼ #288110 - 11/8"D

3

*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

1

4

Tube Splice

2

▼ #288090 - 11/8"D, 6"L

*illustration of Geo bracket

Rail/Tube Connector
▼ #289705 - 11/8"D

COMPONENT SPOTLIGHT

*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

The illustration above represents this collection’s Geo bracket. The wall plate (1) extends a threaded piece
through the face plate (2) which then attaches to the bracket base (3). The notched stem (4) of the bracket
slides into the bracket base and is held in place by a set screw. Tubing is held firmly in place through the use
of a set screw as well. This bracket can be used in a ceiling installation as long as you don’t cut the stem to
create a custom projection (thus losing the notched area).
1. wall plate

2. face plate

3. bracket base

4. stem

Flat Ring w/clip

▼ #286257
13/4"ID, 17/8"OD

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com

▲ 3/4" diameter
bracket required every 3' - 5'
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▼ 11/8" diameter
bracket required every 4' - 6'

GEOLUX COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: B, G, S, BL, SS | Materials: aluminum, stainless steel
SPECIALTY HARDWARE NOTE
*due to the lightweight properties of aluminum constructed parts, heavy lined and blackout lined treatments are not suitable for this collection
▲ color/shape indicates compatibility with 3/4"D tubing
▼ color/shape indicates compatibility with 11/8"D tubing

Geo Techno

short wall bracket
▲▼ #902440
17/8"W, 4"P

*Geo Techno bracket

Geo Techno

long wall bracket
▲▼ #902445
17/8"W, 6"P

*finished look when using the Geo Techno bracket

CEILING BRACKETS

Ceiling Bracket
short
▲▼ #902491
9/16"W, to 5/8"L

Ceiling Bracket
long
▲▼ #902493
9/16"W, to 13/8"L

Ceiling Bracket
custom

▲▼ #904995

17/8"W, 15/8"-195/8"P

*finished look when using ceiling bracket

Aluminum Geo Techno Track

Glider Hook short

▲ #208080 - 3/4"D
  ▼ #288080 - 11/8"D

▲▼ #906840 - grey

Track Stop

Glider Hook long

*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

▲▼ #906839 - white
▲▼ #906839B - black

bronze
(B)

Roller Glide small

gold
(G)

▲▼ #906575 - 1/2"P - white

black
(BL)

*due to the nature of these materials and the finishing process,
a variance in finish is to be expected.

Track Connector
▲▼#908993

Roller Glide large

silver
(S)

stainless steel
(SS)

▲▼ #908992 - white
▲▼ #908992B - black

▼ #906520 - white - 3/4"P
▼ #906521 - black - 3/4"P

Wand

#966100
39"L
#966125
49"L
#966150
59"L

Acrylic
Wand

#968100
39"L

*for 11/8"D track only

Swivel Track Connector
▲▼#908994

Swivel Glide

▼ #906525 - 1/2"P
*for 11/8"D track only

Disc Tieback

#903808 - 11/2"W, 31/2"P

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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HELENA
C O L L E C T I O N

AB

BN

ORB

PC

Vesta’s Helena Collection features the strength of steel
in four popular finishes. Bold and elegant designs are
offered to solve various design challenges. All items
are in-stock for quick shipping and available at
an attractive price point.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ steel

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
2"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Due to changes in the shipping industry, rods at 96" are billed at the 90lb.
ground rate. The collection’s rod splice can be used to achieve longer spans.
In some applications the center bracket will conceal the splice point.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
BN = brushed nickel
ORB = oil-rubbed bronze
PC = polished chrome

inspiration
moodboard

™

2" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 8'

31

HELENA COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, BN, ORB, PC | Material: steel
FINIALS

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

Athens short
#502113 - 21/2"W, 31/8"P

IN - STOCK
quick shipping

*shown in ORB

B

C

Athens medium
#502116 - 21/2"W, 43/4"P

A. Paris

#501041
4"W, 5 7/8"L

*shown in ORB

*shown in PC

Trojan drop-in

#502106 - 215/16"W, 41/4"- 91/4"P

B. Hector

#501091
33/4"W, 6"L

A

*shown in ORB
*stem can be cut to adjust the projection, range is shown in the dimensions above.

*shown in ORB

Econo drop-in

#502103 - 11/8"W, 41/2"- 51/2"P

C. Troy

#501048
33/4"W, 47/8"L

*shown in AB
*projection can be adjusted, the range is shown in the dimensions above.

*shown in AB

Inside Mount

#502101 - 23/4"W, 21/8"L
*shown in ORB

E

F

D

D. Sparta

#501097
31/4"W, 53/4"L
*shown in BN

End Cap

Ring w/eye & insert

*shown in AB

*shown in ORB

#501001
21/4"W, 15/16"L

E. Castor

#501024
33/8"W, 65/8"L

#506110
21/2"ID, 3"OD

*shown in AB

F. Artemis

#501037
35/8"W, 6"L

AB

BN

ORB

PC

Steel Tubing

#508004 - 2"D, 4'L
#508006 - 2"D, 6'L
#508008 - 2"D, 8'L

*shown in ORB

*will cut to your specified length no charge

Elbow Tube Connector
#509229 - 2"D

*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

G. Agamemnon
#501019
31/2"W, 43/4"L

Tube Splice

*shown in PC

#508191 - 2"D, 8"L

H. Priam

#501006
21/4"W, 43/4"L
*shown in BN

I
G

Acrylic Pole

#501800 - 2"D, 71"L
#502400 - 2"D, 94"L

I. Menelaus
#501021
33/4"W, 6"L

*shown in ORB

H

#900010 - 39"L

Wand

900025 - 49"L

900050 - 59"L

*shown in ORB

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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HIGHLAND
TIMBER
C O L L E C T I O N

UF

Vesta’s Highland Timber Collection features a gallery
of masterfully carved finials and accessories. This line
offers four pole diameters and ranges from understated
and simple to intrinsically elegant designs. All components
are made available unfinished and stain-grade to
become the blank canvas for your own
unique interpretations.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ wood

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
✜ 13/8"D: bracket required every 4-5 feet
✦ 13/4"D: bracket required every 5-6 feet
✱ 21/4"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet
◗ 23/4"D: bracket required every 8-10 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
UF = unfinished

inspiration
moodboard

™

✜
✦

33

✱
◗

HIGHLAND TIMBER COLLECTION

13/8" diameter
13/4" diameter
21/4" diameter
23/4" diameter

Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finish: Unfinished | Material: wood
BRACKETS

ACCESSORIES

IN - STOCK

✜
✦
✱
◗

quick shipping

color/shape indicates compatibility with 13/8" diameter poles
color/shape indicates compatibility with 13/4" diameter poles
color/shape indicates compatibility with 21/4" diameter poles
color/shape indicates compatibility with 23/4" diameter poles

Ebro short

✜ #342710 - 21/2"W, 13/4"P

Ebro medium

End Cap

✜ #342730 - 21/2"W, 31/2"P

✜
✦
✱
◗

Ebro long

✜ #342750 - 21/2"W, 7"P

#341100 - 13/4"W, 11/4"L
#451100 - 2"W, 11/4"L
#571100 - 21/2"W, 11/4"L
#701100 - 31/8"W, 11/4"L

*stem may be cut

Ebro medium

✦ #452730 - 3"W, 35/8"P
✱ #572730 - 3"W, 33/4"P
◗ #702730 - 35/8"W, 41/2"P

Ebro long

✦ #452750 - 3"W, 51/8"P
✱ #572750 - 3"W, 53/8"P

Ombra Tieback

#905230 - 41/2"W, 6"P

Tagus medium
✜ #342770
✦ #452770
✱ #572770
◗ #702770

- 33/8"H, 11/4"W, 33/8"P
- 4"H, 11/4"W, 4"P
- 6"H, 11/4"W, 51/2"P
- 6"H, 11/4"W, 51/2"P

Tagus long

✜ #342790 - 31/4"H, 11/4"W, 43/4"P
✦ #452790 - 4"H, 11/4"W, 57/8"P
✱ #572790 - 6"H, 11/4"W, 8"P

Shield Tieback

#905231 - 33/4"W, 4"P
#905232 - 23/4"W, 4"P

Inside Mount
✜ #342000
✦ #452000
✱ #572000
◗ #702000

- 21/2"W, 3/4"L
- 23/4"W, 15/8"L
- 31/8"W, 11/4"L
- 35/8"W, 13/4"L

Pole Splice

#909200 - 2"L

WOOD POLES

Plain Wood Pole
Sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 12' lengths
(will cut to your specified lengths, no charge)

✜ #348100
✦ #458100
✱ #578100
◗ #708100

- 13/8"D
- 13/4"D
- 21/4"D
- 23/4"D

Wand

#900100 - 39"L

#900125 - 49"L

#900150 - 59"L

A
B
Reeded Wood Pole
Sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 12' lengths
(will cut to your specified lengths, no charge)

✜ #348120
✦ #458120
✱ #578120
◗ #708120

- 13/8"D
- 13/4"D
- 21/4"D
- 23/4"D

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.

A. Reeded Ring w/eye
✜ #346120
✦ #456120
✱ #576120
◗ #706120

- 21/4"ID, 3"OD
- 21/4"ID, 3"OD
- 3"ID, 4"OD
- 31/2"ID, 5"OD

B. Plain Ring w/eye

✜ #346100 - 15/8"ID, 21/2"OD
✦ #456100 - 21/4"ID, 3"OD
✱ #576100 - 3"ID, 4"OD
◗ #706100 - 31/2"ID, 5"OD

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com

✜ 13/8" diameter
bracket required every 4' - 5'
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✦ 13/4" diameter
bracket required every 5' - 6'

HIGHLAND TIMBER COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finish: Unfinished | Material: wood
FINIALS
for 13/8"D & 13/4"D poles

IN - STOCK
quick shipping

✜ color/shape indicates
compatibility with 13/8"
diameter poles
––––––––––––––––––––––
✦ color/shape indicates
compatibility with 13/4"
diameter poles

A

A. Ysabena

✜ #341250

B

21/4"W, 43/4"L

✦ #451250

21/4"W, 51/2"L

C

B. Ebro

✜ #341290

21/4"W, 4"L

✦ #451290

21/2"W, 4"L

C. Fluvia

E

✜ #341280

21/4"W, 43/4"L

✦ #451280

21/2"W, 51/2"L

D. Naches

D

✜ #341300

21/8"W, 31/2"L

✦ #451300

21/8"W, 37/8"L

E. Cinca

✜ #341240

21/4"W, 4"L

✦ #451240

21/4"W, 4"L

F. Aragon

F

✜ #341230

21/4"W, 43/4"L

✦ #451230

21/2"W, 51/2"L

H

G. Yakima

✜ #341270

2"W, 41/2"L

✦ #451270

23/8"W, 41/2"L

G

H. Willamette
✜ #341360

2"W, 2"L

✦ #451360

21/2"W, 2"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com

✱ 21/4" diameter
bracket required every 6' - 8'
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◗ 23/4" diameter
bracket required every 8' - 10'

HIGHLAND TIMBER COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finish: Unfinished | Material: wood
FINIALS
for 21/4"D & 23/4"D poles

C. Stirling

D. Edinburgh

✱   #571190

✱◗ #571160

31/2"W, 47/8"L

43/8"W, 51/2"L

B
C

A

D

A. Newcastle

B. Aberdeen

✱◗ #571180

45/8"W, 51/4"L

✱   #571150

31/8"W, 5"L
IN - STOCK
quick shipping

H
E. Yakima

✱ #571270

27/8"W, 63/8"L

◗ #701270

35/8"W, 63/8"L

F. Naches

✱ #571300

27/8"W, 41/2"L

◗ #701300

35/8"W, 41/2"L

G. Andorra

✱ #571310

3"W, 41/2"L

◗ #701310

33/4"W, 5"L

H. Gerona

✱ #571320

3"W, 6"L

◗ #701320

33/4"W, 7"L

I. Vitoria

✱ #571330

3"W, 5"L

◗ #701330

33/4"W, 5"L

J. Ysabena

✱ #571340

23/4"W, 51/2"L

◗ #701340

33/4"W, 51/2"L

K. Saragossa
✱ #571350

3"W, 51/2"L

◗ #701350

33/4"W, 51/2"L

L. Willamette
✱ #571360

23/4"W, 33/8"L

◗ #701360

31/2"W, 33/8"L

M. Pamplona
✱ #571370

E
F

3"W, 4"L

I

G

J

◗ #701370

33/4"W, 51/2"L

N. Navarro

✱ #571470

3"W, 51/2"L

◗ #701470

33/4"W, 6"L

O. San Sebastian
✱ #571480

K

N

3"W, 6"L

◗ #701480

33/4"W, 7"L

✱ color/shape indicates
compatibility with 21/4"D poles
––––––––––––––––––––––––––
◗ color/shape indicates
compatibility with 23/4"D poles

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.

M
L

O
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HUNLEY
C O L L E C T I O N

AG

AS

AW

BL

CH

MG

OL

WA

WWG

Vesta’s Hunley Collection showcases hand-sculpted and handfinished traditional finial designs by one of the United States’ most
accomplished artisans. The beauty resides in the details of each
masterpiece. Items are available in a rich palette of colors or finish
combinations creating the zenith of extravagance.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ resin, wood
DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
◗ 13/8"D: bracket required every 4-5 feet
✜
2"D: bracket required every 5-6 feet
✦ 21/4"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
8.3 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AG-B = antique gold, black base coat
AG-R = antique gold, rust base coat
AS-B = antique silver, black base coat
AS-R = antique silver, rust base coat
AW = antique white
AW-C = antique white / crackled
BL
= antique black

BL-C
CH
MG
OL
OL-C
WA
WWG

= antique black / crackled
= chestnut
= mahogany
= olive
= olive / crackled
= walnut
= white wash gold

inspiration
moodboard

™

◗
✜
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✦

13/8" diameter
2" diameter
21/4" diameter

HUNLEY COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: AG, AW, AS, BL, CH, MG, OL, WA, WWG | Materials: resin, wood
RESIN FINIALS for 13/8"D poles

A. Mallory

C. Murphey

◗ #351120 - 23/4"W, 43/4"L

◗ #351150 - 13/4"W, 23/4"L

*shown in AG-R, CH Combo

*shown in AS-B, BL Combo

B. Johnstone

D. Fraser

◗ #351180 - 17/8"W, 11/2"L

◗ #351130 - 21/8"W, 41/4"L

*shown in AS-B, AW Combo

*shown in AS-R, AG-R Combo

SPECIAL ORDER

E. Halligan

3-4 weeks, no returns

◗ #351140 - 23/4"W, 43/4"L
*shown in AS-R, WA Combo

F. Slaughter

◗ #351190 - 13/4"W, 13/4"L
*shown in AS-R, CH Combo

G. Maury

◗ #351170 - 13/4"W, 23/4"L
*shown in AS-R, OL Crackled

H. Nicholson whittled

◗ #351160 - 13/4"W, 23/4"L
*shown in AG-R, WA Combo

I. Semmes

D

◗ #351195 - 23/8"W, 25/8"L
*shown in AG-R, OL Combo

G
C

I

A

E

B

H

F
WOOD POLES

TIEBACKS

sold by the foot - will cut to your specified lengths, no charge
plain

reeded

plain

plain

plain

reeded

whittled

bamboo

plain

Payne

#903110 - 41/2"W, 6"P
*shown in AG-R, BL Combo

Hasker

#903120 - 31/2"W, 6"P
*shown in AG-R, BL Combo

McClintock

#903128 - 3"W, 6"P
shown in

BL-C

Plain

shown in

AG-R

◗ #358100 - 13/8"D
✜ #508100 - 2"D
✦ #588100 - 21/4"D

shown in

shown in

MG

OL-C

shown in

AW-C

Reeded

shown in

AS-B

Whittled

◗ #358120 - 13/8"D
✜ #508120 - 2"D
✦ #588120 - 21/4"D

◗ #358130 - 13/8"D
✜ #508130 - 2"D
✦ #588130 - 21/4"D

shown in

shown in

CH

WA

*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

◗ color/shape indicates compatibility with 13/8" diameter poles
✜ color/shape indicates compatibility with 2" diameter poles
✦ color/shape indicates compatibility with 21/4" diameter poles

*shown in AG-R

WWG

Bamboo

◗ #358140 - 13/8"D
✜ #508140 - 2"D
✦ #588140 - 21/4"D

Elbow Connector

◗ #359090 - 13/8"D, 21/2"L
✜ #509090 - 2"D, 3"L
✦ #589090 - 21/4"D, 33/4"L

shown in

Williams

#903129 - 21/2"W, 5"P
*shown in AG-R

Sprague
Pole Splice

#909200 - 2"L

#903130 - 3"W, 6"P
*shown in AG-R, BL Combo

Combinations are available for most finials since items are custom made to order. Areas of solid color lacking intricate detail may have their finish
crackled for an additional charge. Available finishes are: antique gold/black base coat (AG-B), antique gold / rust base coat (AG-R), antique silver /
black base coat (AS-B), antique silver / rust base coat (AS-R), antique white (AW), antique white / crackled (AW-C), antique black (BL), chestnut (CH),
antique black / crackled (BL-C), mahogany (MG), olive (OL), olive / crackled (OL-C), walnut (WA), white wash gold (WWG)

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.
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✜
2" diameter
bracket required every 5' - 6'
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✦ 21/4" diameter
bracket required every 6' - 8'

HUNLEY COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: AG, AW, AS, BL, CH, MG, OL, WA, WWG | Materials: resin, wood

B

E

A

I

F
C

H

G

D

J

SPECIAL ORDER

M

3-4 weeks, no returns

N

P

Q

R

O

S

L

T

K

U

RESIN FINIALS for 2"D & 21/4"D poles

A. Carlson

✜✦ #581103 - 3"W, 61/4"L
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

B. Becker

✜✦ #581104 - 31/4"W, 61/2"L
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

C. Simkins

✜✦ #581105 - 31/2"W, 6"L
*shown in AG-R

D. Ridgeway

✜✦ #581107 - 23/4"W, 5"L
*shown in AG-R

E. Wicks

✜✦ #581108 - 23/4"W, 51/2"L
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

F. White

✜✦ #581109 - 3"W, 5"L
*shown in AG-R

G. Collins

✜✦ #581110 - 3"W, 43/4"L
*shown in AG-R, BL Combo

H. Hunley

✜✦ #581101 - 33/4"W, 61/8"L
*shown in AG-R, BL Combo

I. Robinson

✜✦ #581131 - 41/2"W, 71/2"L
*shown in AG-R, OL Combo

J. Marshall

✜✦ #581135 - 31/2"W, 31/2"L
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

K. Miller

✜✦ #581112 - 3"W, 2"L
*shown in AG-R

✜✦ #581125 - 31/2"W, 5"L
*shown in WWG, AW-C Combo

M. Singer

✜✦ #581122 - 4"W, 61/2"L
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

N. McClintock

✜✦ #581124 - 31/2"W, 5"L

◗ color/shape indicates compatibility with 13/8" diameter poles
✜ color/shape indicates compatibility with 2" diameter poles
✦ color/shape indicates compatibility with 21/4" diameter poles

✜✦ #581126 - 3"W, 43/4"L
*shown in AG-R

P. Doyle

✜✦ #581123 - 31/2"W, 63/4"L
*shown in AS-B, BL Combo

V. Beauregard

✜ #501113 - 25/8"W, 2"L
*shown in AG-R

Q. Kane

✜✦ #581127 - 6"W, 6"L
*shown in AG-R

W. Alexander

✜ #501106 - 25/8"W, 53/4"L
*shown in AG-R

R. McHugh

✜✦ #581133 - 4"W, 61/2"L
*shown in AG-R, MG Combo

L. Kelly

*shown in AG-B

O. Davis

S. Beard

✜✦ #581134 - 5"W, 5"L
*shown in AG-R

T. Ellis

✦ #581136 - 3"W, 23/16"L

W

*shown in WA

U. Park center ornament

V

✦ #589900 - 4"W, 41/2"L
*shown in AG-R

Combinations are available for most finials since items are custom made to order. Areas of solid color lacking intricate detail may have their finish
crackled for an additional charge. Available finishes are: antique gold/black base coat (AG-B), antique gold / rust base coat (AG-R), antique silver /
black base coat (AS-B), antique silver / rust base coat (AS-R), antique white (AW), antique white / crackled (AW-C), antique black (BL), chestnut (CH),
antique black / crackled (BL-C), mahogany (MG), olive (OL), olive / crackled (OL-C), walnut (WA), white wash gold (WWG)

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com

◗
✜
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✦

13/8" diameter
2" diameter
21/4" diameter

HUNLEY COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: AG, AW, AS, BL, CH, MG, OL, WA, WWG | Materials: resin, wood
BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

SPECIAL ORDER

Sumter short

◗ #352013 - 21/8"W, 31/2"P
✜ #502013 - 27/8"W, 4"P
✦ #582013 - 31/4"W, 41/4"P

End Cap

3-4 weeks, no returns

✜ #501100 - 21/2"W, 1"L
✦ #581100 - 27/8"W, 11/4"L
*shown in MG

*shown in AG-R

Thin Ring

Sumter long

✜ #506200 - 23/4"ID, 31/2"OD
✦ #586200 - 23/4"ID, 31/2"OD

◗ #352016 - 23/8"W, 51/4"P
✜ #502016 - 27/8"W, 61/2"P
✦ #582016 - 31/4"W, 61/2"P

*shown in WWG

*shown in MG

Plain Ring

◗ #356100 - 13/4"ID, 27/8"OD
✜ #506100 - 23/8"ID, 33/4"OD
✦ #586100 - 23/4"ID, 41/4"OD

Morgan short

*shown in AG-R

◗ #352003 - 415/16"H, 31/2"P
✜ #502003 - 71/4"H, 3"P
✦ #582003 - 71/4"H, 3"P

Cuffed Ring

◗ #356120 - 13/4"ID, 27/8"OD
✜ #506120 - 23/8"ID, 33/4"OD
✦ #586120 - 23/4"ID, 41/4"OD

*shown in AG-R

*shown in MG

Hunley Color Swatches #993000
Morgan long

◗ #352006 - 415/16"H, 6"P
✜ #502006 - 61/4"H, 6"P
✦ #582006 - 61/4"H, 6"P
*shown in MG

Inside Mount

◗ #352000 - 23/8"W, 3/4"L
✜ #502000 - 23/8"W, 13/16"L
✦ #582000 - 31/8"W, 1"L
*shown in MG

Wand

#900200 - 39"L
#900225 - 49"L
#900250 - 59"L
*shown in MG

TRAVERSE ITEMS

STANDARD TRAVERSE ITEMS INCLUDED WITH SET ORDER
quantities of each item determined by your overall length

Traverse Set

◗ #358120T - 13/8"D
*shown in AS

End Bracket
*white or brown

!

Center Bracket

*white or brown
*includes paintable cover

Ceiling Bracket

*designate these
for ceiling installations

WARNING

ANSI/WCMA A100.1-2018 5.2.2
*if your window treatment includes
a cord that creates a loop, you
are required by law to install a
tensioning device.

Traverse Set

✜ #508140T - 2"D
*shown in CH

Cord Tension Device

OPTIONAL TRAVERSE ITEMS ADD-ONS

Traverse Set
*shown in AG-B

◗ color/shape indicates compatibility with 13/8" diameter poles
✜ color/shape indicates compatibility with 2" diameter poles
✦ color/shape indicates compatibility with 21/4" diameter poles

Single Bracket

Multi Bracket

*white or brown

*white or brown

Heavy Duty
#582020

✦ #588120T - 21/4"D

Heavy Duty
#582025

Traverse Ring

for 21/4"D only
#586120T (cuffed)

Combinations are available for most finials since items are custom made to order. Areas of solid color lacking intricate detail may have their finish
crackled for an additional charge. Available finishes are: antique gold/black base coat (AG-B), antique gold / rust base coat (AG-R), antique silver /
black base coat (AS-B), antique silver / rust base coat (AS-R), antique white (AW), antique white / crackled (AW-C), antique black (BL), chestnut (CH),
antique black / crackled (BL-C), mahogany (MG), olive (OL), olive / crackled (OL-C), walnut (WA), white wash gold (WWG)

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.
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LE
MANS
C O L L E C T I O N

BN

PC

PL

PN

SA

Vesta’s Le Mans Collection features stylish and sleek
finial designs for use on tubing or tracks. This is ideal
for light to medium-weight treatments adding a touch
of panache to any window décor.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
1"W: bracket required every 4-5 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome
PL = palladium
PN = polished nickel
SA = satin aluminum

inspiration
moodboard

™

1" diameter

bracket required every 4' - 5'
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LE MANS COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BN, PC, PL, PN, SA | Materials: aluminum
FINIALS

SPECIAL ORDER
3-4 weeks, no returns

End Cap

Kristensen

#241240 - 11/16"W, 3/4"L

#243447 - 15/8"W, 23/4"L

*shown in PL

*shown in BN

Bell

Bernhard

#243453 - 21/4"W, 3"L

#241389 - 2"W, 3"L

*shown in BN

*shown in PN

Ickx

Biela

#243520 - 11/2"W, 27/8"L

#243521 - 13/8"W, 33/8"L

*shown in PC

BRACKETS

Chenard

*shown in PC

TUBING/TRACK & ACCESSORIES

wall bracket
#242408
17/8"W, 31/8"P

Aluminum Tubing

Chenard

Aluminum Track

#248060 - 1"D

*shown in PC

*sold by the foot but will cut to your specifications, no charge

#248080 - 1"D

*sold by the foot but will cut to your specifications, no charge

double wall bracket
#242428
17/8"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P
*shown in PC

Le Mans

wall bracket
#242708
17/8"W, 31/8"P
*shown in PC

Le Mans

double wall bracket
#242728
17/8"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P

Flat Ring

w/insert & clip
#246257
15/8"ID, 17/8"OD

Rail/Tube
Connector

#249229 - 17/8"L

Tube Splice

#248090 - 33/4"L

Track
Connector

Swivel Track
Connector

#908993

#908994

GLIDER COMPONENTS

*shown in PC

*shown in PC

Glider Hook

short
#906840 - 3/8"P

Glider Hook

long
#906839 - 1"P

Roller Glide

small
#906575 - 1/2"P

Track Stop

#908992 - 3/8"P

Ceiling Bracket
#902873
17/8"W, 111/16"P
*shown in PC

Double Ceiling Bracket
#902874
17/8"W, 21/2"P, 23/8"IBT

Underlap Carrier [L]
(white, grey, black)
#918808 - with snap

#907006 - 60% fullness
#907008 - 80% fullness
#907010 - 100% fullness
#907012 - 120% fullness

Inside Mount
*shown in PC

(white, grey, black)
#918809 - with snap

Connected Snap Carrier

*shown in PC

#242220
13/16"W, 1"L

Overlap Carrier [R]

*not available in PN finish

Ceiling Bracket (short)

#902473
9/16"W, 5/8"P

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

Acrylic
Wand

#968100
39"L

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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MEDITERRANEAN
C O L L E C T I O N

AB

EP

IG

OB

RT

Experience the attractiveness and versatility of Vesta’s
Mediterranean Collection featuring five appealing finishes
and an assortment of hand-crafted iron accessories suitable
for most design schemes. All hardware items
are in-stock and ready for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ wrought iron, steel

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
3/4"D: bracket required every 4-5 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Due to changes in the shipping industry, rods at 96" are billed at the 90lb.
ground rate. The collection’s rod splice can be used to achieve longer spans.
In most applications the center bracket will conceal the splice point.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
EP = english pewter
IG = ivory gold
OB = old black
RT = rust

inspiration
moodboard

™

3/4" diameter

bracket required every 4' - 5'
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MEDITERRANEAN COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, EP, IG, OB, RT | Materials: wrought iron, steel
FINIALS

IN - STOCK
quick shipping

D

Sicily

A

#201070 - 13/4"W, 13/4"L
*shown in IG

F

C

E

B
Sitges

#201075 - 15/8"W, 13/4"L
*shown in EP

Cadiz

#201005 - 11/4"W, 1/2"L

*shown in EP

End Cap
C. Lesvos

A. Corsica

#201010 - 21/2"W, 6"L

#201220 - 21/2"W, 51/4"L

*shown in EP

#201020 - 21/2"W, 63/8"L

*shown in RT

F. Samos

End Cap (plain)

#201230 - 3"W, 5"L

*shown in AB

#201007 - 1"W, 1/2"L
*shown in EP

*shown in OB

ACCESSORIES

*shown in OB

Ibiza medium

Brass Clip

#206010 -11/8"ID, 11/2"OD

#207150 - 59"L

#909111 - black

*adjustable, shown in EP

EP
english pewter

#202034 - 31/4"H, 31/2" to 51/2"P

antique brass

AB

Steel Tubing

#207200 - 78"L

#207250 - 98"L

IG

OB

RT

rust

Ring w/clip & insert

*adjustable, shown in RT
**may be used as a ceiling bracket

old black

Ibiza short
#202032 - 31/4"H, 13/4" to 2"P

ivory gold

BRACKETS

front view

*shown in EP

D. Cyprus

#201210 - 3"W, 31/2"L

*shown in IG

#201100 - 21/2"W, 4"L

*shown in OB

B. Khios

#201000 - 1"W, 1"L

E. Capri

Ring w/eye

Ibiza double
#202038 - 31/4"H, 31/2" & 71/2"P

#206011 -13/8"ID, 13/4"OD

*shown in RT

*adjustable, shown in AB

Andros drop-in

#202014 - 5"H, 13/4"P
#202017 - 5"H, 3"P

Palma Tieback

#903200 - 4"W, 41/2"P

*shown in AB

*shown in AB

Elba

#202010 - 31/8"H, 31/4"L, 41/2"P
*shown in EP

Rod Splice

#208181 - 3/4"D, 43/4"L

Inside Mount

Inside Mount (plain)

*shown in RT

*shown in RT

#202000 - 1"W, 1"L

#202002 - 1"W, 1"L

Wand

#911100 - 39"L

#911125 - 49"L

*sold as shown but will cut to your specified lengths at no
charge - longer lengths may be produced by using this
collection’s rod splice

*shown in OB

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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MISTRAL
C O L L E C T I O N

AB

BB

BN

PB

PC

PN

Vesta’s Mistral Collection features petite finial designs
all produced to the highest standards. The hardware
in this product grouping is ideally suited for contemporary
light-weight window treatments. Six popular finishes are
available and in-stock for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
8.3 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
3/8"D: bracket required every 36-42 inches
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
The maximum rod length in this collection is 96". If shipped at that
length it will be billed at the 90lb. ground rate. Due to this collection’s
small diameter splicing is not recommended.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
BB = brushed brass
BN = brushed nickel
PB = polished brass
PC = polished chrome
PN = polished nickel

inspiration
moodboard

™

3/8" diameter

bracket required every 36" - 42"
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MISTRAL COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, BB, BN, PB, PC, PN | Material: brass
FINIALS

ACCESSORIES

IN - STOCK
quick shipping

Brass Tubing
#108400 - 3/8"D
*shown in BN

*sold by the foot (max 8') - may be cut to specified lengths, no charge

End Cap
#101100
1/2"W, 3/8"L

#101110
5/8"W, 7/8"L

Nice

San Remo
#101140
5/8"W, 7/8"L

Monaco

#101120
3/4"W, 3/4"L

#101130
5/8"W, 3/4"L

*shown in PC

*shown in PN

*shown in BN

*shown in AB

*shown in BB

Ring w/eye
#166031 - 15/16"ID, 13/16"OD

Cannes

*shown in AB

Flat Ring w/clip
#166061 - 11/16"ID, 1"OD
*shown in PB

BRACKETS

Wall Bracket short

PC

#102135
7/8"W, 13/8"P
*shown in PB

Wall Bracket medium

#102170
7/8"W, 23/4"P
*shown in PN

Sash Bracket

Inside Mount

*shown in AB

*shown in AB

#102070
1/2"W, 5/8"P

#102100
5/8"W, 1/2"L

BB
AB

SAMPLE SETS

PB
PN

BN

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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MOTOPIA
C O L L E C T I O N

BL

BN

PC

Vesta’s Motopia Collection features precision extruded
decorative aluminum tracks powered by a belt driven
wire-free motor. The silent system operates with a
5-channel (RF) remote control, and can hold
a charge for up to one year.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum, brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Tampering with the motor for any reason immediately voids the manufacturer
warranty. Vesta will not be responsible for damage to your motor if your
draperies touch, and therefore drag across the floor (puddling) during
operation. No returns are permitted on this highly customized product.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL = black
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome

inspiration
moodboard

™

11/8" diameter

bracket required every 5' - 7'
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MOTOPIA COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC | Materials: aluminum, brass

A
B
C
G

E

D
F
SPECIAL ORDER

A. Belt - The Kevlar reinforced transport belt provides long life and silent operation.
B. Motor Housing Assembly - This wear-resistent housing is equipped with high quality ball bearings.
C. Wire-Free Motor - This wire-free motor requires charging 1x per year with an estimated 2 cycles per

3-4 weeks, no returns

FINIAL COMPATIBILITY CHART (sorted by finish)

day (99lbs). It operates with very little noise and can be manually operated in case of power failure.

D. Remote - (RF) 5-channel remote control.
E. Return Pulley Assembly - The special plastic of the return pulley’s bearing ensures smooth operation.
F. Finial - Select a compatible finial from one of our other collections using the chart at right.

IMPORTANT

G. Overlap/Underlap - These special master carriers create complete closure of your window treatment.
TAMPERING WITH THE MOTOR FOR ANY REASON IMMEDIATELY VOIDS THE MANUFACTURER WARRANTY.
Vesta will not be held responsible for damage to your motor if your draperies touch and therefore drag across
the floor (puddling) during operation. No returns are permitted on this highly customized product.

BL
BN
PC

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
GeoLux

22-23
26-29

partially stocked
special order

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
GeoLux (SS)
Opera

22-23
26-29
50-51

special order
special order
in-stock

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
Opera

22-23
50-51

special order
in-stock

ALL HARDWARE

Wall Bracket

Underlap

#282710 - 17/8"W, 43/4"P

Motor Housing Assembly

Wire-Free Motor

*specify right or left side

*3-year limited manufacturer’s
warranty subject to terms and
conditions - call for details

Charging Unit

Remote

#912699

Angle Support

master carrier
#912494 - 41/4"L

Overlap

master carrier
#912495 - 41/16"L

#912690

Glider

#912493-GR
#912493-BL
3/4"P
(grey or black)

for bracket above
#289850 - 8"L, 67/8"P

Return Pulley
Assembly

#912483 - 31/8"W, 43/4"L
*specify right or left side

#912696

#912695
(RF) 5-channel

Traverse Track

w/belt

#289090 - 11/8"D
*sold by the foot

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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NOVI
C O L L E C T I O N

BL

BN

PC

SA

WH

Vesta’s Novi Collection features precision extruded square
aluminum tracks with meticulously machined bracket
and finial designs. Several mounting possibilities make
it a versatile collection suitable for any ultra-modern
design scheme.
AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 3/4"W: bracket required every 4-5 feet
▼ 1"W: bracket required every 5-6 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed
decision when it’s time to ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL = black
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome
SA = satin aluminum
WH = white

inspiration
moodboard

™

▲ 3/4" square
bracket required every 4' - 5'
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▼ 1" square
bracket required every 5' - 6'

NOVI COLLECTION
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC, SA, WH | Material: aluminum
FINIALS

BRACKETS

TRACK & ACCESSORIES

SPECIAL ORDER

Novi Track

3-4 weeks, no returns

Novi wall bracket

*shown in BN

▲#222080 - 2"W, 31/8"P
▼#252580 - 2"W, 31/8"P

▲#228020 - 3/4" x 3/4"
▼#252520 - 1" x 1"
*sold by the foot but will cut to your specifications, no charge

Lopan

▲#221010 - 3/4"W, 19/16"L
*only available in BN, PC, SA

Extension (short)
▲#222740 - 19/16"L
▼#252504 - 19/16"L

Swivel Connector

Track Connector

▲▼#908994

▲▼#908993

*works with the above wall bracket
*shown in PC

Extension (medium)
Claas

▲#221020 - 3/4"W, 31/4"L

▲#222780 - 31/8"L
▼#252508 - 31/8"L

Glider Hook long

Glider Hook short

▲▼ #906839 - white
▲▼ #906839B - black

▲▼ #906840 - grey

Roller Glide large

Roller Glide small

*works with the above wall bracket

*only available in BN, PC, SA

Novi double bracket

▲#222222 - 2"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P
▼#252522 - 2"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P

*shown in BL

Novi extended double bracket
▼#252525 - 2"W, 31/2" & 71/2"P

*shown in SA

Novi (short)

single wall/ceiling bracket
▲▼#902273 - 2"W, 111/16"P

*shown in WH

▼ #906520 - white
▼ #906521 - black

▲▼#906575 - 1/2"P

Track Stop

Swivel Glide

▼ #906525- grey

▲▼ #908992 - white
▲▼ #908992B - black

Underlap Carrier [L]

Overlap Carrier [R]

(white, grey, black)
▲ #918808 - with snap

Underlap Carrier [L]

▼ #909903 - w/o snap
▼ #909905 - with snap

End Cap

▲#221040 - 3/4"W, 3/16"L
▼#252510 - 1"W, 3/16"L

SAMPLE BRACKET CONNECTIONS

(white, grey, black)

▲ #918809 - with snap

Overlap Carrier [R]

▼ #909902 - w/o snap
▼ #909904 - with snap

Wheeled Butt Master

Novi (long)
single wall/ceiling bracket
▲▼#902280 - 2"W, 31/8"P

▼ #909906 - w/snap [L]
▼ #909907 - w/snap [R]
*available in black, brown or white

*Ceiling Flush Mount #902592

Ceiling Flush Mount

▲▼#902592 - 3/4"W, 13/16"P

*Novi Bracket #222080

Novi (short)
ceiling bracket
▲▼#902415 - 9/16"W, 9/16"P

Connected Snap Carrier

▲▼ #907006
▲▼ #907008
▲▼ #907010
▲▼ #907012

- 60% fullness
- 80% fullness
- 100% fullness
- 120% fullness

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier

WAND
*not available in WH

Acrylic Wand

#968100 - 39"L

Novi (medium)
ceiling bracket

▲▼#902435 - 9/16"W, 13/8"P

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

▼ #906706
▼ #906708
▼ #906710
▼ #906712

- 60% fullness
- 80% fullness
- 100% fullness
- 120% fullness

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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OPERA
C O L L E C T I O N

AB

BB

BN

PB

PC

Vesta’s Opera Collection embodies a chorus of traditional
and contemporary design philosophies suitable for many
decorative design scenarios. Five radiant finishes enhance
the performance of this group, and as an encore,
all items are in-stock for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
8.3 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 3/4"D: bracket required every 4-5 feet
▼ 11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
BB = brushed brass
BN = brushed nickel
PB = polished brass
PC = polished chrome

inspiration
moodboard

™

▲ 3/4" diameter
bracket required every 4' - 5'
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▼ 11/8" diameter
bracket required every 5' - 7'

OPERA COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, BB, BN, PB, PC | Material: brass
▲ color/shape indicates
compatibility with 3/4"D tubing
–––––––––––––––––
▼ color/shape indicates
compatibility with 11/8"D tubing

FINIALS
IN - STOCK
quick shipping

TIEBACK ITEMS

A. Aida

(*shown in AB)

▲ #201601 - 13/4"W, 11/2"L
▼ #281601 - 23/8"W, 2"L

B. Carmen (*shown in BB)

Carmen

▲ #201603 - 11/2"W, 21/4"L
▼ #281603 - 2"W, 3"L

A

F

B

C. Electra

(*shown in BN)

D. Othello

(*shown in BB)

#903603 - 23/4"W

▲ #201605 - 15/8"W, 13/8"L
▼ #281605 - 23/8"W, 17/8"L
▲ #201615 - 11/4"W, 2"L
▼ #281615 - 2"W, 31/4"L

G

E. End Cap

(*shown in PC)

F. Nabucco

(*shown in PB)

Nabucco

#903614 - 23/4"W

▲ #201001 - 7/8"W, 3/4"L
▼ #281001 - 11/4"W, 3/4"L

C

▲ #201614 - 11/4"W, 17/8"L
▼ #281614 - 13/4"W, 31/4"L

H

G. Bohemia

Othello

#903615 - 23/4"W

(*shown in PC)

▲ #201602 - 11/4"W, 11/4"L
▼ #281602 - 13/4"W, 11/2"L

H. Fidelio
D

(*shown in AB)

▲ #201606 - 11/2"W, 21/8"L
▼ #281606 - 17/8"W, 27/8"L

I

I. Macbeth

Rigoletto

#903617 - 3"W

(*shown in BN)

▲ #201613 - 13/4"W, 11/2"L
▼ #281613 - 23/8"W, 2"L

E

BRACKETS

J. Handel

J

(*shown in BB)

#903010
11/4"W, 31/2"L

ACCESSORIES

Verdi

▲ #202106 - 15/8"W, 17/8"P**
▲ #202110 - 15/8"W, 37/8"P*
▲ #202115 - 15/8"W, 57/8"P*

Wand

▼ #282106 - 23/8"W, 23/8"P**
** stem may be cut for shorter projections ▼
** may be used as ceiling bracket
▼

Tieback Base

▲ #201616 - 1"W, 17/8"L
▼ #281616 - 13/8"W, 21/4"L

#282110 - 23/8"W, 4"P*
#282115 - 23/8"W, 6"P*

#910100 - 39"L

Acrylic Wand

#910125 - 49"L

#968100 - 39"L

Brass Tubing

Wagner

▲ #208000 - 3/4"D
▼ #288000 - 11/8"D

▲ #202208 - 2"W, 2 7/8"P
▲ #202212 - 2"W, 41/2"P

*sold by the foot, will cut to your specified lengths, no charge

Wagner

▼ #282208 - 2"W, 31/8"P
▼ #282212 - 2"W, 43/4"P

Wagner Double

▼ #282216 - 23/8"W, 33/4" & 71/4"P

Tube Splice

▲ #208090 - 3/4"D, 6"L
▼ #288090 - 11/8"D, 6"L

Anne Loop
#907630
13"L, 51/2"P

Tube Connector

▲ #209229 - 3/4"D
▼ #289229 - 11/8"D

Inside Mount

*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

▲ #202001 - 11/4"W, 1"L
▼ #282001 - 15/8"W, 1"L

Theo elbow w/return eyelet
▼ #289590 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P
*specify left, right or both

Incurve elbow w/return eyelets
▲ #209080
▲ #209120
▼ #289080
▼ #289120

- 17/8"W, 31/8"P
- 17/8"W, 43/4"P
- 17/8"W, 31/8"P
- 17/8"W, 43/4"P

Flat Ring w/eye & insert

Ring w/eye & insert

Flat Ring w/insert & clip

11/8"ID, 11/2"OD

11/8"ID, 11/2"OD

13/16"ID, 11/2"OD

▼ #286061
15/8"ID, 2"OD

▼ #286031
11/4"ID, 13/4"OD

▼ #286060
13/4"ID, 21/8"OD

▲ #206061

▲ #206031

▲ #206060

Brass Clip
#909110

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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F

PINNACLE
C O L L E C T I O N
Vesta’s Pinnacle Collection features a classic assortment
of carved wood accessories by some of Europe’s finest
craftsman. Hardware is available in four stained
or three painted finishes. All items are in-stock
for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ wood

M

N

W

BG

OG

SG

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
2"D: bracket required every 6-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
F = fruitwood
M = mahogany
N = natural
W = walnut
BG = black gold
OG = old gold
SG = sand gold

inspiration
moodboard

™

2" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 7'
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PINNACLE COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: F, M, N, W, BG, OG, SG | Material: wood
FINIALS

IN - STOCK
quick shipping

D
C

B

G

E

F

A

A. End Cap

#511100
23/8"W, 11/4"L
*shown in M

B. Saragossa
#511350
3"W, 53/4"L
*shown in N

C. Andorra

D. Navarro

*shown in F

*shown in W

#511310
23/4"W, 43/4"L

BRACKETS

E. Yakima

#511470
23/4"W, 6"L

#511270
21/2"W, 63/8"L
*shown in SG

F. Pamplona

#511370
23/4"W, 41/4"L
*shown in BG

G. Ysabena

#511340
27/8"W, 51/2"L
*shown in OG

ACCESSORIES

Ebro medium

#512730 - 27/8"W, 35/8"P

*shown in F

F

fruitwood

Plain Ring

#516100
25/8"ID, 35/8"OD

M mahogany

*shown in OG

Ebro long

N

#512750 - 27/8"W, 51/4"P

*shown in N

Reeded Ring

#518100 - 2"D

natural

W walnut

#516120
25/8"ID, 35/8"OD

Tagus medium

Plain Wood Pole
Sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 12' lengths
(will cut to your specified lengths, no charge)

*shown in BG

BG black gold

#512770 - 4"H, 11/4"W, 4"P

*shown in M

Reeded Wood Pole
Sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 12' lengths
(will cut to your specified lengths, no charge)

#518120 - 2"D

Tagus long

#512790 - 41/4"H, 11/4"W, 57/8"P

*shown in M

Shield Tieback

OG old gold

*shown in N

SG sand gold

#903231
31/2"W, 41/4"P

Pole Splice

#909200 - 2"L

Inside Mount

#512100 - 27/8"W, 15/8"L
*shown in BG

Wand

#900100 - 39"L
*shown in F

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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ROYAL
BRITANNICA
C O L L E C T I O N

AB

AN

OB

PB

Vesta’s Royal Britannica Collection features elements
from the Old World and traditional disciplines of thought.
All hardware is crafted by gifted artisans distinguishing
it from the ordinary. Four stimulating finishes are
in-stock for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
.3
8 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
19/16"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to
ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
Hardware
AB = antique brass
AN = antique nickel
OB = old black
PB = polished brass
Tubing (AN not available)
AB = antique brass
BN = brushed nickel
OB = old black
PB = polished brass

inspiration
moodboard

™

19/16" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 8'
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ROYAL BRITANNICA COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AB, AN, BN (tubing only), OB, PB | Material: brass
FINIALS

A. Charlotte

#401030 - 21/2"W, 21/4"L
*shown in AB

C. William

#401150 - 21/2"W, 41/2"L

E. Richard

#401140 - 21/2"W, 41/2"L

*shown in OB

B. Anne

*shown in AN

D. Elizabeth

#401020 - 21/4"W, 2"L

#401070 - 21/2"W, 31/2"L

*shown in AN

G. George

#401120 - 23/4"W, 33/4"L
*shown in OB

F. Edward

*shown in PB

#401040 - 23/4"W, 43/4"L

IN - STOCK

*shown in AB

quick shipping

E
F

D

C

G
B

A

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

Charles wall bracket

#402062 - 23/8"W, 25/8"P
#402064 - 23/8"W, 41/8"P
#402066 - 23/8"W, 61/8"P
*shown in AN

Henry wall bracket

#402161 - 21/2"W, 71/4"P
**stem may be cut for shorter projections

*shown in AB

Henry Double Bracket

#402162 - 21/2"W, 51/8" & 9"P
*shown in PB

Anne Loop
#907630
13"L, 51/2"P
*shown in PB

Inside Mount
#402000
21/8"W, 1"L

End Cap

#401000
13/4"W, 7/8"L

Tube Splice
#408090
19/16"D, 6"L

Plain Tubing

#408000 - 19/16"D
AN finish not available

sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 10' / 12' lengths

Reeded Tubing

#408020 - 19/16"D
AN finish not available

sold in 4' / 6' / 8' / 10' / 12' lengths

Ring w/eye

#406011
2"ID, 23/8"OD
*shown in PB

Hollow Ring w/clip
#406030
2"ID, 3"OD
*shown in AB

Rigoletto

rosette
#903617 - 3"W
*shown in AN

Tieback Base

#903010 - 11/4"W, 31/2"L
*shown in PB

Brass Clip

#909110 - brass
#909111 - black

Wand

#910100
39"L
#910125
49"L

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it’s compatible with. Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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TECHNO TOPIA

BL

BN

PC

C O L L E C T I O N
Vesta’s Techno Topia Collection features a manual cord
operated traverse system. Single and double treatments
are possible with one-way or two-way draws. Numerous
finial options are available to complete your decorative
treatment. Most items are stocked and available
for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
most items in-stock, typically ships within
24-48 hours. (special order finials from
European Elegance and Geolux collections
take 3 - 4 weeks, no returns)
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum, brass

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
7
8.3 82
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Due to changes in the shipping industry rods at 96" are billed at the 90lb.
ground rate. Splicing is not recommended in order to keep the system’s
structural and functional integrity.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL = black
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome

inspiration
moodboard

™

11/8" diameter

bracket required every 5' - 7'
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TECHNO TOPIA COLLECTION
Availability: most items in-stock; other items special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC | Materials: aluminum, brass
ALL HARDWARE

IN - STOCK

FINIAL COMPATIBILITY CHART (sorted by finish)

on most items

Pulley Housing

one-way draw
#911686 - 11/8"W, 23/4"L
*shown in PC

Pulley Housing

two-way draw
#911687 - 11/8"W, 23/4"L
*shown in BL

Techno

single bracket
#282708 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P
*shown in BL

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
GeoLux

22-23
26-29

special order
special order

BN

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
GeoLux (SS)
Opera

22-23
26-29
50-51

special order
special order
in-stock

PC

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
Opera

22-23
50-51

special order
in-stock

BL

!

WARNING

ANSI/WCMA A100.1-2018 5.2.2

Techno single bracket long
#282710 - 17/8"W, 43/4"P

*shown in BL

Techno

extended double bracket
#282727 - 21/2"W, 31/8" & 65/8"P
*shown in BN

Ceiling Bracket

#902873 - 17/8"W, 111/16"P
*shown in PL

IMPORTANT NOTES:
The hardware in this collection
is assembled in our warehouse
according to your provided
specifications. Tampering
with the inner workings
of the traversing mechanisms
will void our responsibility.
No returns are permitted on this
highly customized product.

Cord Tension Device
#997000 - 3"L

*if your window treatment
includes a cord that creates
a loop, you are required by law
to install a tensioning device.

Classico

Weight Load Recommendations
3' - 6.5'
28 lbs.
6.6' - 13'
26 lbs.
13' - 19'
24 lbs.

inside mount
#282220 - 11/4"W, 11/16"L
*shown in BN

End Cap

#281240 - 11/4"W, 3/4"L
*shown in BL

Traverse Track
with cord
#289191 - 11/8"D
*shown in BN

Glider

(white, grey, black)
#912493 - 3/4"L

Underlap Carrier [L]
(white, grey, black)
#918808 - with snap
Overlap Carrier [R]
(white, grey, black)
#918809 - with snap
Connected Snap Carrier
#907006 - 60% fullness
#907008 - 80% fullness
#907010 - 100% fullness
#907012 - 120% fullness
*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

Vesta • 800.638.3782 - voice • 864.225.0228 - fax • sales@ivesta.com
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TECHNO
TRACK
C O L L E C T I O N

ABM

BB

BL

BN

PB

PC

Vesta’s Techno Track Collection is hand-traversing and designed
with extensive one-way draws in mind. The collection’s Techno
brackets support the aluminum extruded track from above, allowing
the gliders unfettered access along the entire bottom rail of track.
Most items are stocked and available for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
most items in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours.
(special order finials from European Elegance and
Geolux collections take 3 - 4 weeks, no returns)
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum, brass
DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
▲ 3/4"D: bracket required every 3-5 feet
▼ 11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
3
800.6 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed
decision when it’s time to ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
ABM = antique brass matte
BB = brushed brass
BL = black
BN = brushed nickel
PB = polished brass
PC = polished chrome

inspiration
moodboard

WOOD FOIL FINISHES
BEECH / OAK / PLUM
*available in the 11/8"D track only
*due to the nature of these materials and
the finishing process, a variance in finish
is unavoidable.

™

▲ 3/4" diameter
bracket required every 3' - 5'
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▼ 11/8" diameter
bracket required every 5' - 7'

TECHNO TRACK COLLECTION
Availability: most items in-stock; other items special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: ABM, BB, BL, BN, PB, PC | Materials: aluminum, brass
BRACKETS & TRACK ACCESSORIES

IN - STOCK
on most items

Techno single bracket

BN

PC/BEECH

BN/OAK

BN/PLUM

▲ #202705 - 17/8"W, 2"P
▲ #202708 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P
▼ #282708 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P

Techno single bracket long
▼ #282710 - 17/8"W, 43/4"P

Techno double bracket

▲ #202728 - 17/8"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P
▼ #282728 - 17/8"W, 31/8" & 51/2"P

Techno extended double bracket
▼ #282727 - 21/2"W, 31/8" & 65/8"P

ADDITIONAL HARDWARE

*available in black, brown or white

Techno bracket extension
▲ #202744
▲ #202748
▼ #282744
▼ #282748

- 19/16"L
- 31/8"L
- 19/16"L
- 31/8"L

Techno ceiling bracket

▲▼ #902873 - 17/8"W, 111/16"P

Techno double ceiling bracket

▲▼ #902874 - 17/8"W, 35/8"L, 21/2"P

Luca ceiling bracket

▲ #902219 - 1"W, 11/2"L
▼ #902220 - 11/4"W, 111/16"L

End Cap

Butt Master Carrier

▲ #201240 - 7/8"W, 1/2"L
▼ #281240 - 11/4"W, 3/4"L

▼ #909909 - w/snap [L]
▼ #909910 - w/snap [R]

Wheeled Butt Master

▼ #909906 - w/snap [L]
▼ #909907 - w/snap [R]

Glider Hook long

Glider Hook short

Track Stop

Roller Glide small

Roller Glide large

Swivel Glide

▲▼ #906839 - white
▲▼ #906839B - black

▲▼#906575 - white

Classico inside mount

▲▼ #906840 - grey

▼ #906520 - white
▼ #906521 - black

Underlap Carrier [L]
(white, grey, black)
▲ #918808 - with snap

▲ #202220 - 1"W, 7/8"L
▼ #282220 - 11/4"W, 11/16"L

Theo elbow (w/return eyelet)
▼ #289590 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P

▼ #906525- grey

Underlap Carrier [L]

▼ #909903 - w/o snap
▼ #909905 - with snap

Overlap Carrier [R]
(white, grey, black)
▲ #918809 - with snap

*please specify left, right or both when ordering this bracket
**the (ABM) & (BB) finishes on this item will vary slightly from the track

▲▼ #908992 - white
▲▼ #908992B - black

Overlap Carrier [R]

▼ #909902 - w/o snap
▼ #909904 - with snap

Incurve elbow (w/return eyelets)
▲ #209080
▲ #209120
▼ #289080
▼ #289120

- 17/8"W, 31/8"P
- 17/8"W, 43/4"P
- 17/8"W, 31/8"P
- 17/8"W, 43/4"P

**the (ABM) & (BB) finishes on this item will vary slightly from the track

Aluminum Track

*sold by the foot - will cut to your specifications, no charge

BL

Standard Finish

BN

▲ #208080 - 3/4"D (*BL, BN only)
▼ #288080 - 11/8"D (*BL, BN only)

BEECH OAK

PLUM

Connected Snap Carrier
▲▼ #907006
▲▼ #907008
▲▼ #907010
▲▼ #907012

BB

BN

PB

PC

Premium Finish
▲ #208083 - 3/4"D
▼ #288083 - 11/8"D
*ABM, BB, BN, PB, PC only

▲ #209229 - 3/4"D
▼ #289229 - 11/8"D

▼ #906706 - 60% fullness
▼ #906708 - 80% fullness
▼ #906710 - 100% fullness
▼ #906712 - 120% fullness

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

WANDS
*not available in PC or ABM finish

Wand

#966100 - 39"L

Rail/Tube Connector
*adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier

*available in black, brown or white

Wood Foil Finish
▼ #288082 - 11/8"D (*BE, OK, PM only)

ABM

- 60% fullness
- 80% fullness
- 100% fullness
- 120% fullness

#966125 - 49"L

#966150 - 59"L

*not available in ABM finish

Acrylic Wand

#968100 - 39"L

COMPATIBLE FINIALS FROM THE FOLLOWING COLLECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE:

Track Connector
▲▼ #908993

Swivel Track Connector
▲▼#908994

European Elegance (pgs. 22 – 23), GeoLux (pgs. 26 – 29) & Opera (pgs. 50 – 51)
ask for more details

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.
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TITAN TRACK

BL

BN

PC

PL

C O L L E C T I O N
The Titan Track Collection is a Vesta-inspired product
line featuring precision fabricated finials, extruded
aluminum track and four popular finishes. This hefty
diameter provides a suitable alternative for heavier
weight window treatment designs. All items are
in-stock and available for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

NS?
UESTIO
HAVE Q
82
7
.3
8
800.63 quotation:
est a
or requs@ivesta.com
sale

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
13/8"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges.
The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed
decision when it’s time to ship your order.
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL = black
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome
PL = palladium

inspiration
moodboard

™

13/8" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 8'
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TITAN TRACK COLLECTION
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC, PL | Material: aluminum
FINIALS

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

IN - STOCK
quick shipping

Rhea (flush mount)

Titan wall bracket
#352770 - 29/16"W, 4"P

#351530 - 17/8"W, 35/16"L

*shown in PL

Titan double bracket
#352772 - 29/16"W, 4" & 77/8"P
Phoebe (flush mount)

Inside Mount

#351570 - 21/2"W, 31/2"L

#352220 - 19/16"W, 13/16"L

*shown in BL

Aluminum Track
#358080 - 13/8"D

*sold by the foot but will cut to your specifications, no charge

Hyperion (flush mount)
#351520 - 21/4"W, 4"L

Track Connector
#908993

*shown in BN

Swivel Track Connector
#908994

Cronus (flush mount)

#351525 - 13/4"W, 31/2"L

Swivel Glide

*shown in PL

#906525 - 1/2"P

Roller Glide large

#906520 - white - 3/4"P
#906521 - black - 3/4"P

End Cap (flush mount)

#351500 - 13/8"W, 1/2"L
*shown in PC

Track Stop

#908992 - white - 3/8"P
#908992B - black - 3/8"P

Underlap Carrier [L]
#909903 - w/o snap
#909905 - with snap

Overlap Carrier [R]
#909902 - w/o snap
#909904 - with snap

Butt Master Carrier [L] Butt Master Carrier [R]
#909909 - w/snap

#909910 - w/snap

Wheeled Butt Master

Wheeled Butt Master

#909906 - w/snap [L]

#909907 - w/snap [R]

*available in black, brown or white

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier

Acrylic
Wand

#968100
39"L
Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

#906706 - 60% fullness
#906708 - 80% fullness
#906710 - 100% fullness
#906712 - 120% fullness
available in black, brown or white
#906475 - for 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing
(for Ball Bearing Roller Carrier only)
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